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INTRODUCTION 
In the present work we generalize Joyal's theory of species in several 
variables to an arbitrary number of variables, thus giving a set theoretic 
counterpart to the basic operations (sum, product, partial differentiation 
and substitution) of exponential power series in the /-tuple of variables 
x = (x i : i6 I), where I is an arbitary nonempty set. 
Recently, W. Cheng developed independently a similar theory for the 
case in which I is the set of positive integers. With this combinatorial 
framework he developed very elegantly an umbral calculus in countably 
many variables (cf. [Ch]). 
By considering J-systems of /-species (where I and J are arbitrary 
nonempty sets) we give a set-theoretic counterpart to the operations on 
J-tuples of exponential power series in the /-tuple of variables x. All the 
basic features of Joyal's theory of species in several variables carry over to 
this theory, notably including the implicit function theorem and the cycle 
index technique for the enumeration of types of structures. For the latter, 
we extend Bergeron's theory of S-species and cycle indices (what he calls 
the Fix functor) to the multivariate (colored) case. 
When recast in terms of /-species, the theory of symmetric species of 
[B-R-S-V] becomes impler and more natural, and allows us to give a 
set-theoretic counterpart to Littlewood's plethysm of symmetric functions. 
By endowing the set I with a c-monoid structure (a notion recently intro- 
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duced in [M-Y])  we obtain a generalized norton of plethysm of series in 
x and its set-theoretic counterpart in the context of/-species. 
In a future continuation of this work we shall apply the theory of 
M6bius species of [M-Y]  to obtain the inverse/-species and generaliza- 
tions of the Lagrange inversion formula of Haiman and Schmitt 
(cf. EH-S]). 
], /-SPECIES 
1.1. Combinatorial Operations 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let I be any non-empty set (finite or infinite) whose 
elements will be thought of as colors. An I-colored set (or, shortly, an 
1-coloration) is a pair (E, f),  whee E is a finite set and f: E--*/. The only 
/-coloration on E= ~3 is 0r := (~Z ~, ~) ,  where ~/ :  ~Z~ I  is the empty 
function. An isomorphism q~: (E, f )~( l~,h)  between /-colorations is a 
bijection q): E~F which preserves colors: hop =f  We denote by Bz the 
category of colorations and isomorphisms. When JI] = 1 the category Bz is 
naturally isomorphic to B, the category of finite sets and bijections. An 
/-species (or species on /-colorations) is a functor M: BI'--* B. For any 
/-coloration (E, f )  ~ Obj(Bl), the set M[E, f ]  ~ Obj(B)consists of all the 
structures of species M (M-structures) constructible on the (subjacent) 
/-coloration (E, f ) ,  and if ¢p s Mor(Bz) then the bijection M[~p] ~ Mor(B) 
is the corresponding transportation of M-structures. When II[ =n < ~ the 
/-species M is naturally isomorphic to an n-variate species, as defined by 
Joyal (cf. [J]). 
We denote by N the set of natural numbers, and by Nz the set of I-tuples 
of natural numbers n= (ni : i ~ I) such that ne = 0 for almost every i 6 L For 
such tuples we define 
[nl := ~ hi, n! : :  H hi!, 
i c l  i~ l  
and if x := (xi: i~ I) is an/-tuple of (formal) variables, we define 
xn : :  ~ I  X~ ~ . 
i~ l  
The class of an/-coloration (E, f )  is defined by: 
cl(E, f ) :=  (If-l(i)[ : i~I)~ N,. 
Clearly, two objects in Bt are isomorphic iff they have the same class. By 
functoriality, if M is an/-species then the number ]M[E, f ] [  depends only 
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on the class n of (E,f),  and we denote it by IM[n]l. We define the 
generating function (or cardinality) of M to be the formal power series 
card M := M(x) in the variables x= (xi : iEI) given by: 
cardM:=M(x)  := ~ IM[n]l xn/n!. 
n~N/ 
Two /-species M, N are equipotent (in symbols M=N) if M(x)=N(x). 
If M and N are naturally equivalent (as functors) we call them isomorphic 
and we write M = N. 
In the sequel, when defining an/-species M: B~ ~ B we shall specify the 
M-structures but not their transportation, since the later is always easily 
deducible from the description of the former. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. The /-species 1 defined by l [E , f ]  :=~ if E=~,  and 
1[0i] = {~}, has the generating function 
l(x) = 1. 
EXAMVLE 1.2. For each i~/, the i-singleton /-species Xi is defined by 
Xi [E, f ]  := {(e, i)} if E = {e} and f(e)= i, and X, [E, f ]  := ~ otherwise; 
it has the generating function 
Xi(x):X i. 
EXAMt'LE 1.3. The uniform /-species UI defined by Ut[E,f] := 
{ (E, f )  } has the generating function 
UI(X)~ E xn/ll!~exP(i~lXi )" 
n~N/ 
DEFINITION 1.2. A family (Mj:j~ J) of/-species i said to be summable 
if for every coloration (E, f )  the set Mj I-E, f ]  is empty for almost every 
j~ J. In such case we define the sum ~j~j Mj of the family as the/-species 
given by 
(z  -,) :: z j~J I j~J 
where the sum on the right hand side denotes disjoint union of sets. Clearly 
we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If (M s : j ~ J) is a summable family of I-species, then 
(j~jMJ) (x)= E 
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let I and J be arbitrary (fixed) sets. A J-system of 
I-species (or a J-colored species on 1-colorations) i  a functor M: Bt ~ B j .  
If (E, f )  e Obj(Bl) and M[E, f ]  =: (H, g) e Obj(Bj), then an M-structure 
on (E, f )  is an element se H colored with g(s) e J. Thus, one should think 
of M[E , f ]  as the set of pairs {(s, g(s)) :seH}. 
From a system M: BI ~ Bj we can obtain a summable family (]14] : je  J) 
of/-species as follows: if M[E , f ]  =: (H, g), define Mj[E,f] :=g- l ( j ) .  
Conversely, from a summable family (Mj:jEJ) of Lspecies we obtain 
M : B I~ B~ by 
M[E,f]:=(y, Mj[E,f],g), 
",.j ~ J 
where g(m):=j if m ~M~[E, f]. We shall identify the system M with the 
family (Mj' j  ~ J). The generating function of a J-system M of/-species is 
the J-tuple of formal power series card M := M(x):= (Mi(x) • je  J). 
EXAMPLE 1.4. The singleton I-system X1: BI ~ BI is defined by 
~(E,f)  if IEI = 1 
Xl [E, f ]  := (01 otherwise. 
Then X1 corresponds to the family (Xi' ieI) (Example l.2) and 
card X~ = x. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. The non-empty uniform 1-system U*:B  1~ B1 is defined 
by U*[E , f ]  := (kerr, f),  where ker f :=  {f-~(i)' ieI, f - t ( i )¢~} is the 
partition of E whose blocks are the non-empty fibers off, and ]2 ker f~ I 
is defined by 
f(B)=i if B=f ' ( i )eker f  
Then the system U* corresponds to the family (U*i~I),  where 
if f -~( i )¢~ 
otherwise. 
Then 
vF(,,)= Z ""/"!= Z 
I I~NI hEN I 
n i ~i~ O 
n i=O X/E1  / \ j# i  / 
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So 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let I and J be arbitrary (fixed) sets. A J-decomposition 
of an/-coloration (E, f )  is a J-tuple (Ej :j~J) of possibly empty) disjoint 
subsets of E whose union is E. The jth part one of the J-decomposition is 
the/-coloration (Ej, f iE  j). A J-family (M/: j ~ J) of/-species i multipliable 
if the following conditions hold: 
• For almost everyj~J,  [Mj[01]I = 1. 
• For any /-coloration (E, f), there are only a finite number of 
J-decompositions (Ej : j ~ J) such that for every j E at, M/[E/, f iE  j] # ~.  
In such case, the product l-lj~J M/of the family is the/-species defined 
by 
l l  M/)[E,f] := ~. FI Mj[Ej, f[E/], 
j~ J  (E i : je J )  j~ J  
where the sum on the right (a disjoint union of cartesian products of sets) 
ranges over all possible decompositions of (E, f). It is straightforward to
prove: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If (My : j ~ J) is a multipliable family of/-species, then 
(I-I M/) (x) = l-I M/(x). 
j~ J  j~ J  
Remark 1.1. IfM, N :B+~B,wedef ineM+N:B/~Bjby  
(M + N)[E~f]  := M[E, f ]  +N[E,  f ] ,  
where the direct sum on the right is defined by (Hi, gl)+(H2, g=):= 
(H1 + H2, g), where g: HI + H2 ~ J is such that glH,=gi for i= 1, 2. Then 
we have (M + N)(x) = M(x) + N(x). Now, if M: B 1 --+ n j  and N: B+ ~ Bx, 
we define M- N: B+ ~ Bj by 
M-N[E , f ]  := ~ M[E , , f le , ]  × N[E2,fIE2]. 
EI + E2= E 
Thus, an M-N-structure on (E, f)  has the form (El,E2, m,j,n,k), 
where (El,E=) is a 2-decomposition of E, (m,j)~M[El,flEi] (i.e., 
meMj[El,flE,]), and (n,k)~N[E2,f[E2]; such a structure is colored, 
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by definition, with j E J (i.e., the color k + K of the second part is irrelevant). 
We have the isomorphism of/-species 
(M.N) j=Mj -Z  Nk 
k~K 
for every j ~ J, so 
card(M.N)=(M.N) (x )=(Mj (x )~ Nk(x): j~ J )  
k¢K 
: : ( cardM)  ~ N~<x) = (card M) (card ~ Nk). 
k~K kEK / 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let M : - - (34/: j~J)  be a J-system of /-species. Let 
(E, f )  be an/-coloration. A colored partition of E is a J-coloration (Tr, g) 
such that u is a partition of E and g: ~--+ J. (Note that, for each block 
B~zc, we have the /-coloration (B,f[~). An assembly of M-structures on 
(E, f )  is a pair consisting of a J-colored partition (u, g) of E and a tuple 
of structures (mB:B ~ re) where m B ~ M~<~)[B, fiB]. (~, g)is the associated 
colored partition of the assembly. If n e N j, we denote by y,(M) the 
/-species of assemblies of M-structures whose associated colored partitions 
have class n as J-colorations. (Note that if J=  {j } is a singleton then 
7,(M) reduces to ~,,j(Mj).) 
PROPOSITION 1.3. I f  M is a J-system of I-species with M[-0t] =0s, and 
if n ~ Nj, then the family (MyJ : j ~ J) is multipliable and we have 
Y.(M)(x)=( H Mj(x)+)/n!=: M.(x)/n! 
]~ J  
Proof The result follows from the easily proven fact that 7.(M)= 
Iq/~+Tnj(Ms), that 7o(Mj)= 1, and that, since Mj[0+] =~,  ~+(Mi)(x) = 
M+(x)+/njr. | 
Definition 1.6 (Substitution of species.) If M is a J-system of/-species 
and N is a J-species, the substitution N(M) is the/-species of structures of 
the form (a, s) where a is an assembly of M-structures and s~ N[u, g], 
whore (u, g) is the associated colored partition of a. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. I f  N is a J-species and M is a J-system of I-species 
with M[0t] = Os then 
N(M)(x) = N(M(x)). 
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Proof First we claim that the family of /-species (7 . (M) 'neNs)  
is summable. Since (M i : j~J) is summable, for any /-coloration (E, f), 
the set A(e, f ) :={jeJ :Mj[E, f ]#f25} is finite, so the set B(E,¢):= 
( J{A(~,slm'Hc_E } is finite. Now: given nENj,  if n j¢0 for some 
j(sB(e,1), then y.j(Mj)[H, f IN ]=~ for all H~E,  and hence 
?~(M)[E, f ]  = ~.  If Inl > IEI then ? . (M) [E , f ]  = ~3. Therefore 
I{n e N j" y . (M) [E , f ]  ¢~}]  ~< IEI IB(E,y)], which proves our claim. 
It follows that the sum species 
N[n] x ~;,(M) 
n~Nj  
exists, and since N(M) is clearly equipotent to it, we have, by 
Proposition 1.3, 
N(M)(x)= ~ [NVn]I M"(x)/n! =N(M(x)). | 
n~Nj 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let N := (Nk : k ~ K) be a K system of J-species, and 
let M :=(Mj : j e J )  be a J-system of I-species with M[0j]  =0s. Then the 
family N(M) := (Nk(M) "k ~ K) is a K-system of I-species, and we have 
N(M)(x) = N(M(x)). 
Proof For any /-coloration (E, f )  let W(E,f) := W(E, f )  := {n ~ N j" 
7 . (M) [E , f ]#~},  and for any neN~ let T . :={keK:Nk[n]¢~},  
Since both W(e.f) and T. are finite, the set 
K(e,f) := U {T, :n~ W(E,f)} 
is finite, and if k~K(e,f) then Nk(M)[E,f] =~.  Therefore the family 
(Nk(M):ksK) is summable; i.e., N(M) is a K-system of /-species. Its 
generating function is obtained via Proposition 1.4. | 
Remark 1.2. If M and N are as in Proposition 1.5 then we may 
describe set-theoretically the K-colored N(M)-structures on an/-coloration 
(E, f )  as pairs (a, n) consisting of an assembly a of M-structures on 
(E, f )  and an N-structure n on the associated J-colored partition of the 
assembly; each one of such structures is K-colored with the color of the 
N-structure n. Thus, if we identify a coloration (H, g) with the set of pairs 
{(x, g(x)):xe H}, incurring some abuse we may write 
N(M)EE, f ]  = ~ N[n, g] x I-I Mg(B)[B, fJB], 
(r~, g) Ben 
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where the sum on the right (a disjoint union) ranges over the J-colored 
partitions of E. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. If M: B 1--* Bj and Xt is the singleton /-system 
(Example 1.4) then we clearly have the isomorphism M = M(X~). 
EXAMPLE 1.7. If U is the univariate uniform species and U~ is the 
uniform/-species (Example 1.3), then we have the isomorphism 
i E I  
EXAMPLE 1.8. For each i E I  define the /-species Ai of vertex-colored 
rooted trees whose root is colored with color i. A~[E, f ]  consists of all 
rooted trees on E whose vertex-coloring i s fand  whose root lies in f  1(i). 
Ai satisfies the recursive quation 
Ai = Xi. UI(A), 
where Xi and UI are as in Examples 1.2 and 1.3, and A is the system given 
by (A~ : iEI). For any /-species R, define the /-system AR of R-enriched 
vertex-colored trees as follows: if AR =: (AR. ~ : ic I), then an AR, i-structure 
on (E, f )  is an AFstructure together with an R-structure, for each v E E, on 
the (possibly empty) set of children of v colored according to f Then the 
system AR satisfies the equations 
i.e., the equation 
AR.i=X~.R(AR) ( /e l ) ;  
AR = X1.R(AR). 
1.2. Recursive Definition: The Impliciet Species Theorem 
DEFINITION 1.7 (Partial Derivatives). For an/-coloration (E, f )  and an 
iEI, define (E , f )  +~ to be the/-coloration (E+,f+t) ,  where E + :=E+ {,} 
is the set obtained by adding to E the supplementary element , and 
f+ i ( , )  := i. For M: B I ~ B j, define the partial derivative of M with respect 
to xi (i E I) as the J-system Dx, M: B, --* Bs given by 
(Dx, M)[E, f ]  = M[E  +, f+~]. 
Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. I f  M: B x ~ Bj  and i e I, then 
card(DziM) = Dxi(card M) := (O~i (card M:) : j E J). 
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Furthermore, if N: BI ~ By, R: Bl ~ BK and T: By ~ BK, then 
D~,(M + N) = Dx, M + D~,N, Dx~(M- R) = (Dx~M). R + M. (D~R), 
and, /f M[0,]  = 0y, 
D~(T(M)) : ~ D~j(T)(M). D~,Mj. 
j~ J  
Let I and J be non-empty sets (of colors) and let I+  J be their disjoint 
union. Then the category BI+ J is isomorphic to the product category 
B~ x By in an obvious way. If F: B,+y ~ By, M: B/--~ B I and N: B~ ~ By are 
functors, then the substitution F(M, N) makes sense, since the pair (M, N) 
can be viewed as a functor (M, N): B~Bt+j .  
Let F: Br+y--+ By be a system with F[0,, 0y] =0y, X :=X/the singleton 
/-system (Example 1.4), and Y := ( Yj : j ~ J) the "unknown" J-system of 
/-species. A solution to the system of equations 
v = v(x ,  Y) 
is a pair (N,~p), where N :Bz~Bj  is a J-system of /-species with 
N[0/]  =0y, and q~: N ~ F(X, N) is an isomorphism of functors. Two 
solutions (N, ~o) and (M, ~) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of 
functors 0: N ~ M such that the diagram 
N ~ F(X, N) 
0[ I F(X, O) 
M ~' ) F(X, M) 
commutes. Also, for k > 0 we recursively define F(*): Bt+j-~ By by 
is F (1) := F : F(XI,  X j) and F <k+l) := F(Xh F<k)(X~, X j)). Finally, F 
locally nilpotent if for all j s J there s an integer kj such that 
k>k j  implies Dxy(k)[0~, 0j] =0y. 
THEOREM 1.1 (The implicit species theorem.) Let F:B~+y~Bs be a 
locally nilpotent system with F[0/, 0j] = 0j. Then the system of equations 
Y = F(X, Y) 
has solutions, and there is a unique isomorphism between any two solutions. 
Proof. For any non-empty set of colors K, let E K be the category of 
K-colorations and color-preserving functions (not only bijections). Then 
any (system of) species M: BH~BK can be viewed as a functor 
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M: BnoE~.  This has the effect of allowing natural transformations 
0: M~ ~ M2 which need not be isomorphisms: if (E, f )  e Obj(Bt/) then the 
color-preserving function 
O(E,f): MI [E, f ]  --* Me[E, f ]  
is not necessarily a bijection. 0 is a contact of class n ~ N n if each compo- 
nent of 0(E,s) is a bijection whenever cl(E, f)~< n (where the order on i~ln 
is m~<n iffmi<~ni for all iEH). 
(a) Claim: Let F be the system in the statement of the theorem, let 
M, N: BI--* Ej  be systems with M[0~] = N[0r] = 0s, and let 0: M --* N be 
a natural transformation. If 0 is a contact of class d for all d < n e I~1~ 
(meaning d~< n and d ¢ n), then there is a ko e I~1 such that, for k > ko, the 
natural transformation F(k)(X, 0): F(k)(X, M)--* F(k)(X, N) is a contact of 
class n. 
To prove (a), let r/(k) := F(~)(X, 0). We are to prove that if (E, f )  is an 
/-coloration of class d ~< n then ,(k) is a bijection for sufficiently large k. "l(E,f) 
If c l (E , f ) :=d<n then O(E,f) is a bijection (since 0 is a contact of 
,ck) = F(k)(X(e,S), 0(E,s)) is a bijection for any k > 0. class d), so l(E,f) 
If c l (E , f )=n,  let ko :=max{kj:jeJ,}, where the kTs are those of the 
definition of local nilpotence, and Jn := {je J 'M/ [E ,  f ]  # ~} ( a finite 
(k) 0 j ]=0s  for all je J , .  Let subset of J). Then k>k o implies DxjF [0~, 
s e F(k)(X, M)[E, f ] .  Then s consists of an ( I+ J)-colored partition (~z, g) 
of E, an F(k)-structure teF(k)[~, g] on it, and a z~-tuple (us 'Be~) of 
structures use (X, M)g(a) [B,f[s], where (X, M)g(B)is the g(B)th compo- 
(k) ;¢~ of such a structure is nent of the functor (X, M). The image r/(e,.f)
obained by substituting in s each us by (X(B.fls), O(,~.fls))g(B)(us), the 
image of us under the g(B)th component of the natural transformation of
structures on (B, f ls) -  Now, if 1~[ > 1, then cl(B, f lB) <n for every Be7~, 
so each (X(B, fls), O(B, flS))g(B) is bijective. If 1ol = 1 then ~ = {E} and so, if 
j :=g(E)eJ,  we have (~, g)=Ol+j+ j and je J , ;  hence teF(k)[Ol+s+j]= 
DxjF(k)[Ol, 0s]=Oj, a contradiction; thus, jeI ,  so (X(E,f),O(e,f))j= 
Xj=idxjEE, f j ,  a bijection. In either case ,(k) is bijective, and the claim is "l(E,f) 
proved. 
(b) To obtain solution to Y = F(X, Y), consider the sequence 
Mo 20 21 22 , M~ ~ M2--  ' " "  
of functors Mk: BI--* Ej and natural transformations 2~: Mk ~ Mk+ 1, 
defined by Mo[E , f ]  :=0:  for all /-colorations; (2o)(E,f)is the empty 
function; and Mk+l := F(X, Mk), 2k+1 := F(X, 2k). Since 2o is a contact of 
class 0, claim (a) implies that (2k)te, r) is an isomorphism for k large 
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enough. It follows that the sequence converges and its direct limit is a 
solution. Uniqueness is proved likewise, using categorical arguments 
entirely analogous to those in the proof of theorem 6 of [J]. I 
EXAMPLE 1.9 (Schr6der R-Enriched Parenthesizations). Let  R: B 1--* B 1 
be a system such that R[0t] =01. The system ScR:B1--,Bt of Schr6der 
R-enriched (commutative) parenthesizations is defined recursively by the 
equation 
Sea = X~ + R-  (Sca); 
i.e., by the system of equations 
SCR, i= Xi+ R? (Sca) (i~I), 
wher the/-species R7 is defined from Ri by 
{~ if X, [E, f ]  :~ 
R 7 [E, f ]  = Ri [E, f ]  otherwise. 
A structure in Sea. ~[E, f ]  can be explicitly described as a vertex-colored 
rooted tree T whose leaves (external vertices) are the elements of E colored 
according to f; the root of T has color i ( = color of T), and each internal 
(non-leaf) vertex v of T is enriched with a structure r~ Rh[Z, g], where h 
is the color of v and (~, g) is the colored partition defined as follows: if 
v~, ..., v~ are the children of v in T (internal or external vertices), then 
:= {Bt ..... Bk}, where Bj is the set of leaves of the subtree Tj of T whose 
root is vj, and the color g(Bj) is that of the vertex vj in T. See Fig. 1.1. This 
i 
o1~ R l 
i Rl.  
FIG. 1.1. Example of SchrSder R-enriched parenthesization. The curved arrows represent 
structures of the species pointed at by the arrow. The tags on the vertices indicate their 
colours (not their labels). 
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description makes it clear that Se~[E, f ]  will be always finite only for 
some suitable systems R. For instance, if R :=U* (Example 1.5) then the 
ScR-structures are simply vertex-colored rooted trees T as above such that 
every internal vertex has more than one child and is colored like one of 
them; thus the finiteness of SeR[E, f ]  is clear in this case. The implicit 
species theorem provides a general sufficient condition on R for SeR to be 
finite: if F(Xt, Y t ) :=Xt+R- (Y t ) ,  then it follows from the chain rule by 
induction on k that 
Dy, F(k)[01, 0x] = D/iR-(k)[0i]; 
thus, the condition is that for every i e I there is an integer ki such that 
k>ki implies Dy, R-(k)[01] = 0x. 
1.3. Symmetric Species 
Now we redo the theory of [B-R-S-V] of symmetric functions from the 
point of view of colored species. Our examples for the bijective interpreta- 
tions of the elementary, homogeneous and power sum symmetric functions 
are adaptations from those of that article, as in our proof of Waring's 
formula. Our theory, however, seems simpler and more directly related to 
Joyal's theory of species, and it provides a combinatorial interpretation of 
the plethysm of symmetric functions (Proposition 3.9). 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let M be an /-species. Let x := (xi: ieI) and t be 
formal variables. The graded generating function of M is the formal power 
series 
M(x, t):-- ~ t" y, ]M[n]J x"/n! 
n>~0 heN/, ]n]=n 
The graded generating functions clearly behave well with respect o the 
operations previously defined on colored species: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. (a) [f (Mj : j e J )  is a summable family of 1-species, 
then 
Z Mj) (x, t) = E Mj(x, t). 
j E J  jE J  
(b) If (Mj : jeJ) is a multipliable family of /-species then 
([I Mj) (x, t)= H Uj(x, t). 
EJ / j~ J  
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(c) I f  M :=(Mj : j6 J )  is a J-system of /-species such that 
M[0z] = O j, and if N is a J-species, then 
N(M)(x, t )= N(M(x, t)). 
DEFINITION 1.8. An /-species R is said to be symmetric if for any 
bijection ~o: I--* I and any/-coloration (E, f )  we have 
IR[E, q0 of] l  = IR[E,f]I. 
The group S(I) of permutations of I acts on the set N j be permuting the 
components of each vector. The orbits of this action are called/-partitions. 
If 2 is an/-partition, we define )d to be n!, where n is any element of 2, and 
121 is defined similarly. 
If R is a symmetric/-species and ne N~, then jR[nil depends only on 
the/-partition ;~ of n, and we may define 
IRI~.]] := ]REn]l. 
With this definition we have 
R(x, t )= ~ t n ~ JR[2]l m~(x)/2!, 
n>~O [)~L =n 
where 
m;~(x) := Z Xn 
Inl=2 
is the monomial symmetric function. Thus, R(x, t) is the (ordinary) 
generating function of the sequence r,(x) of symmetric functions 
r.(x):= y~ IR[Z]l m~(x)/,~!. 
In[ =2 
Now we present two ways of constructing symmetric /-species from 
univariate species. 
If M is a univariate species, since (X i : ie I )  is a summable family of 
/-species, we define the/-species M~ by 
\ i~ l  / 
It is easy to see that the structures of MILE, f ]  are M-structures on the 
colored vertices (E, f) .  Obviously, M~ is symmetric, and if we denote by 
p.(x) := Z x7 (n > o) 
i~ l  
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the power sum symmetric functions then we have 
M,(x, t) = M(tpl (x)). 
If ]M[~] l  = 1 then the family of/-species (M(X~):ie I) is multipliable 
and we can define the/-species M 1 by 
M' := [7[ M(X,). 
i~I  
It can be easily seen that the structures of MI[E,f] consist of an 
M-structure on each fiber o f f  M t is clearly symmetric, and we have 
M'(x, t) = I] g(txi). 
i~I  
EXAMPLE 1.10. If M=l+Xthen Ml=I]i~l(l+Xi). This/-species is 
easily seen to be isomorphic to the species Inj of injective colorations 
defined by 
Inj[E, f ]  := { { ( E' f) } if f is injective 
otherwise. 
If we denote by 
eo(,,):= Z II x, ( ,~N) 
A~I ,  IAI=n i~A 
the elementary symmetric functions, then we clearly have 
so we obtain the identity 
Inj(x, t )= ~, e.(x)t ' ,  
n~>O 
H (1 + t~,)= Y e.(,,)t'. 
i c l  n>~O 
EXAMI"LE 1.11. Let S be the univariate species of permutations and let 
L be that of linear orders. Then 
and therefore 
L(x )  = S(x )  = 1/(1 - x) ,  
L I (x ,  t) = S/(x,  t )=  l~  ( l  -- tx i )  -1 .  
iEI 
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S 1 is the species of automorphisms of /-colorations, which we call 
/-permutations. If we denote by 
h.(x):= ~ x"-- ~ m~(x) (n~>O) 
Inl =n  P~d =n 
the (complete) homogeneous symmetric functions, then we clearly have 
L/i x , t )=S l (x , t )= ~ h,(x)t", 
n>~0 
so we obtain the identity 
h.(x)t"  = H (1 - txi) -*. 
n>~O i~ I  
EXAMPLE 1.12. Let C be the univariate species of cyclic permutations. 
Then 
C(x)= ~ x"/n=log(1/(1-x)), 
n~l  
and the species C1= C(Zi~IXi) of vertex-labeled necklaces or /-colored 
cycles has the graded generating function 
el(x, t)= log(l/(1-pl(x)t)).  
EXAMPLE 1.13. If C is as above, then the family of /-species 
(C(Xi):i~I) is summable, and the graded generating function of its sum 
P := Z/~1 C(Xi) is 
P(x, t):= Z t" Z xT/n = ~ t"p,(x)/n. 
n>~l i~ l  n>~l 
Since S= U(C) (where U is the uniform univariate species) we have 
S(Xi) = U(C(X~)) (i ~ I), and 
s'=I-[ u(c(x,))=u(y, c(x,))=u(P). 
i~ l  i~ l  
Since U(P)(x, t)=exp(~2,,>~l t"p,(x)/n) and we saw in Example 1.11 that 
Sl(x, t)=~2,~o h,(x)t", we obtain Waring's formula 
\n>~ 1 n~O 
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2. C-MONOIDS AND PLETHYSM 
The plethysm of two formal power series f and g in the variables 
xl, x2, ... (where g has no constant erm) is the formal power series 
( f ,  g)(x) =f(Fl  g(x), F2 g(x), F3 g(x), ...), 
where Fn g(xl, x2, x3 .... ) :=g(x, ,  x2n, x3n, ...) (n > 0). This operation arises 
in P61ya theory and in the theory of representations of the symmetric 
group, and it has been given set-theoretic [J, N-R, B] and incidence- 
algebraic interpretations IN]. 
In this section we generalize the notion of plethysm by substituting the 
set P (of positive integers) of indices of the variables and its multiplicative 
structure by an arbitrary set I with a c-monoid structure (this latter 
concept was introduced recently in [M-Y]), and we give the resulting 
notion a bijective interpretation i the context of/-species. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A c-monoid (/, -, e) is a set I with an associative binary 
operation, with identity element e ~ I  (i.e., a monoid) which satisfies the 
additional properties 
(i) (indivisibility of the identity) for all i , j~I ,  if e= l j  then i=e 
( =j) ;  
(ii) (left cancellation law) for all i , ,L j '~l ,  if 0= 0" then j= j ' .  
EXAMPLE 2.1. (N, +, 0) is a c-monoid, where I~l := {0, 1, 2, ...}. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. (P,., 1) is a c-monoid, where P := {1, 2, 3 .... } is the set 
of positive integers and - is the ordinary product. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let A be an alphabet, and let A* be the set of words 
with letters in A, including the empty word e (i.e., A* := (Jn~>o An, where 
A ° := {e}). Then (A*,., e) is a c-monoid, where • is the concatenation of
words. 
DEFINITION 2.2. I f  (I,., e) is a c-monoid we define the divisibility 
relation on I as follows (our notation follows [G-K-P] ) :  for i, J eL  
i \ j  iff there is k 6 1 such that j  = ik. 
Since by left cancellation k is unique, we may define 
j/i :=k. 
If i \ j  but i¢ j ,  we say that i strictly divides j. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (L ", e) be a c-monoid, and let \ be the induced 
divisibility relation on I. Then: 
(i) (I, \ )  is a partial order with minimum element e. 
(ii) For each i t I, the dual order ideal Ii := { j e I : i \ j } is isomorphic 
to I via the function q~i: I--* Ii given by qgi(j) := i.j. In particular, if I¢  {e} 
then I is infinite. 
Proof A straightforward manipulation of definitions. | 
In Example 2.1 the order \ is the usual order in N, and I~lz= 
{i, i+  1, i+ 2 .... }. In Example 2.2, \ is the usual divisibility order in P and 
P~= {i, 2i, 3i .... }. In Example 2.3, if Wl, w2tA*  then wt\w2 means that wl 
is a prefix (initial factor) of w:, and A*I= {wlw:wtA*}  is the set of 
words having wl as a prefix. 
In this work we consider only finite factorization e-monoids (FF 
c-monoids), in which every element has only a finite total number of 
factorizations into different elements. If (/,., e) is a FF e-monoid with 
divisibility relation \, then the order (/, \ )  is locally finite, so we may 
consider the incidence algebra I(/, \ ). Let #i be its MSbius function. Since 
every interval [i, j ]  of (L \ )  is isomorphic (via q~) to the interval [e, j/i], 
we have 
#,(i, j )  = #i(e, j/i). 
We define, for i t / ,  
re(i) := re(e, i). 
Let (/,., e) be a FF e-monoid, and let K be a field of characteristic zero. 
Let x := (x i : i t I )  be an I-tuple of formal variables and consider the 
K-algebra K[ [x ] ]  of formal power series in x with coefficients in K. If 
f, g t K[ [x] ] and g has no constant erm, we define the I-plethysm of f  and 
g by 
( f*  g ) (x ) :=f (F ig (x ) : i t I ) ,  
where, for each i t  I, F,. is the ith Frobenius operator on K[ [x ] ]  defined by 
Fig(x) := g(x~j : j t I ) .  
EXAMPLE 2.4. If I := (N, +,  0) we get 
f *  g(Xo, Xl, . . . )=f (g (xo ,  x,,  ...), g(x  1 , X 2 . . . .  ), g(x2 ,  X 3 .... ) . . . .  ). 
If I := (P,-, 1) we get the usual plethysm. If I :---(A*,., e) (Example 2.3), 
we get 
f *  g(xw : w t A*) :=f(g(X,.w, : w' t A*) :w t A*). 
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In the remainder of this section we consider only /-species uch that I 
has a FF c-monoid structure. If (E, f )  is an/-coloration and i c / ,  we write 
i \ f i f  i \ f (c  0 for all c~ ~ E, in which case we define the function f/i: E ~ I by 
(f/i)(~) :-=f(a)/i (c~ ~ E). 
DEFINITION 2.3 (The Frobenius Functor). Let M be an /-species with 
M[0~] = ~.  Given ieI, we define the/-species FiM by 
:=SM[E,f/ i ]  if i \ f  
F IM[E,f]  
otherwise. 
Intuitively, a structure in F~M[E, f ]  (where i \ f )  is obtained from one 
in M[E, f/i] by multiplying by i (on the left) the colors of the vertices. 
Thus, we clearly have: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I f  M is an I-species with ME0z] = ~,  and if i~ L then 
card FiM = Fi card M. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. I f  M is an I-species with M[0z] = ~,  then FM := 
(FiM : ic I )  is an/-system of I-species with FM[0r]  =0~. 
Proof Since M[0~] = ~,  by definition we have FiME0r] = ~ for all 
i e L It remains to show that for every/-coloration (E, f ) ,  FiM[E, f ]  = 
for almost all i~I. But { i~I :F iM[E , f ]#~}~_ 0 {[e , f (~) ] :~E},  
and this latter set is finite because (/, \ ) is locally finite. | 
DEFINITION 2.4. 
their I-plethysm by 
If N and M are /-species and M[0~] = ~,  we define 
N*  M := N(F,M : ie l )  = N(FM). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
i.e., 
I f  N and M are as above then 
card N * M = (card N) * (card M), 
(N * M)(xi : i~ I)= N(M(x~j :j ~ I) : i e I). 
Proof Clear from Propositions 1.4 and 2.2. II 
Now we give an explicit set-theoretic description of the plethystic 
structures in (N*M)EE, f ] ,  using the notion of colored partition 
compatible with a coloration. 
582a/64/1-9 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let (E, f )  be an /-coloration and (re, g) an /-colored 
partition of E. (~z, g) is compatible with (E, f )  if, for every block B ~ 7z, 
g(B)\ f (~)  for every 6B. We denote by [L  [E , f ]  the set of/-colored 
partitions of E which are compatible with (E, f). If (re, g) E YL. [E, f ]  then, 
for every block B~lt, g(B)e N {[e,f(a)] :a~B}. Since ( I , \ )  is locally 
finite, this implies that lqe [E, f ]  is finite, so I],. is an/-species. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. For the c-monoid I :=(P , . ,  1), there is a bijection 
between l-L. [E, f ]  and the (commutative) factorizations of the monomial 
1-L~E a:a) into powers of coprime monomials, given by: 
\ g(B) 
(n, g)l--* wd(Tz, g) := I - [  H °~f(~'/g(m) • 
aaB / 
E.g., if E := {a, b, c, d}, f :=  {(a, 6), (b, 4), (c, 3), (d, 15)} and wd(n, g) := 
(a3b2) 2(cdS) 3, then ~= {{a, b}, {c, d}@ and g := {({a, b}, 2), ({c, d}, 3)}. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For N and M as in Definition 2.4 we have 
(N*M)[E , f ]  := ~ N[zt, g] x I-I M[B, fiB/g(B)]. 
(~, g)ePl, [E,f] B~rc 
Proof Clear from Definitions 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. | 
EXAMPLE 2.6 (Plethystic Rooted Trees). For a given c-mooid (L ", e), 
define Ap as the /-species of rooted trees on /-colorations uch that the 
color of the root is e and the color of each vertex divides those of its 
children. Then Ap satisfies the equation 
Ap=Xe. (U I ,  Ap). 
(See Fig. 2.1.) More generally, for an/-species R we can define the/-species 
of R-enriched plethystic rooted trees by the equation 
Ap = Xe" (R • Ap). 
10 
Ap _ .1 = ~ 9 
%1 o 
FIG. 2.1. Example of a plethystic rooted tree for I = (P, . ,  1}. The colours of the vertices 
are shown, but not their labels. 
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EXAMPLE 2.7 (Plethystic Schr6der Parenthesizations). Let (/,-, e) be a 
c-monoid. For any /-species R, and R-enriched plethystic (commutative) 
parenthesization is a structure like those described in Example 1.9 which 
also satisfies the conditions that the color of the root is e and that the color 
of each vertex strictly divides those of its children. If Scp denotes the 
/-species of such structures, we have the equation 
where 
SCp= X~, + R~ *Scp, 
R~[E,f]= R[E,f] 
if X e [E , f ]~ ,  
otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 2.8 (Endomorphisms). An endomorphism of an /-coloration 
(E,f) is a function ~0: E~E such that for every ~E,  f(~o(~))\f(~). A
periodic point of ~p is an element ~ ~ E such that there is a positive integer 
n with q~n(~)= ~. Note that in such case, f(~)=f(~o(~))=f(q~2(~)) . . . . .  
f(~on-l(~)). Define q~o:E~E by ~Oo(~ ) :=the first periodic point in the 
sequence ~, ~p(~), ~o2(~) ..... Then ~0o is idempotent and its image is the set 
of periodic points of ~o. Define the associated colored partition of ~0 as the 
colored partition (~, g) of E, where ~ := ker ~oo = {Cpo 1(~) : ~ ~ Im q~o}, and 
g(~oot(~)) :=f(~). Then (~, g) is compatible with (E, f) .  If we denote by 
End the/-species of endomorphisms, by Ap that of plethystic rooted trees 
(Example 2.6), and by S ¢ that of/-permutations (Example 1.11 ), observing 
the sagittal diagram of ~o (Fig. 2.2) we deduce the equation 
End = S t • Ap. 
FIG. 2.2. Sagittal diagram of an endomorphism of an /-coloration, where I=  (P,. ,  1). 
Vertex labels are not shown. Blocks of the associated partition are circled. 
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3. TYPES OF COLORED STRUCTURES 
3.1. The Generating Functions of Types of Structures 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M:B1~B be an /-species, and let (E,f) and 
(F, g) be /-colorations. An isomorphism between two M-structures 
s ~ M[E, f ]  and t E M[F, g] is an isomorphism (in BI) q~: (E, f )  --* (F, g) 
such that M[q~](s)= t.We denote by el(M) the category whose objects are 
the triples (E, f, s), where (E, f )  is an /-coloration and s~ M[E, f ]  and 
whose morphisms are the isomorphisms of M-structures. 
Equivalently, if we let the group S~[E,f] of automorphisms 
(/-permutations) of (E, f )  (see Example 1.11) act on the set M[E, f ]  by 
as := M[a](s), 
where a ~ St[E, f ]  and s ~ M[E, f],  then the isomorphism classes (or 
types) of M-structures on (E, f )  are the orbits of this action. By the 
Cauchy-Frobenius lemma (also known as Burnside's lemma), the number 
of types in M[E, f ]  is then 
[Orb M[E, f ] [  = [M- [E, f]I/1SI[E, f ] [  = [M- In]l/n[, 
where n := cl(E, f )  and M ~ is the associate I-species defined by 
M-  [E, f ]  := {(s, a) ~ M[E, f ]x  St[E, f ]  : M[~r](s) = s}. 
Thus, the cardinality of M- is  the (ordinary) generating function of the 
(numbers of) types of M-structures: 
M-(x)= ~ LOrbM[n]l x". 
n~Nl 
All the previous definitions work equally well for J-systems oI/-species 
M:B I~Bj .  If M=: (Mj : j~ J )  then M~=(Mf  :j~J), so M- (x )= 
(Mr (x):j~J). 
As in the univariate case, we have (M+N) -=M-+N-  and 
(M-N) -=M~ .N~, but M(N) ~ CM- (N- ) ,  so we have to circumvent 
this obstacle through I-permutationals and cycle indices. 
3.2. I-Permutationals 
We generalize Bergeron's theory of S-species (or permutationals) 
developed in [B], by considering the category el(S t) of/-permutationals a  
the base category. 
In the category of /-permutations, an isomorphism q~: (E, f, a )~ 
(F, g, v) between two objects is an isomorphism q~: (E, f )  ~ (F, g) between 
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the underlying/-colorations, such that (p°a°~o-~ = r. Observe that a is an 
automorphism (in el(St)) of (E, f, a). 
An/-permutation a: (E, f )  ~ (E, f )  may be viewed as a family (at : i e I) 
of permutations ~r/ f - l ( i )~f - l ( i ) ,  and we define the class of a as the 
matrix A = (ai, k : i e / ,  k e P) where a~. k is the number of cycles of length k 
of the permutation ae. Then, clearly, we have 
~, ka~,~= If-'(i)l, ~ ~ ka,,k= IEI, 
k~P i~ I  k~[  a 
I AI := ~ ai, ~ = number of cycles of or, 
i, k 
and two /-permutations are isomorphic iff they have the same class. 
Furthermore, the number of automorphisms of an/-permutation of class A 
depends only on A and is 
aut(A):=l~ [~ ai, k[k a''k. 
i ¢ I  k6P  
We denote by I~l~× p the set of all matrices A: I x  P ~ N with a finite 
number of non-zero entries. If x := (xi, k • ieI ,  ke  P) is an Ix  P-matrix of 
formal variables, we define 
xA:=I- I  H a,.k Xi ,  k • 
i c I  k~P 
DEFINITION 3.2. An /-permutational V is a (covariant) functor 
V: el(S t) ~ B. By functoriality [V[E,f,  a]J depends only on the class A of 
(E , f  a), and we denote it by I VI-A]I. We define the generating function 
of V as the formal power series in the variables x :=(xi,~ : ie l ,  keP)  
given by 
card V:= V(x):= ~ IV[All xA/aut(A) 
AENIxP 
DEFINITION 3.3. Given two /-permutationals V and W we define their 
sum V+ W by 
(v+ w)[e,f, ~] := vie, f, a] + w[E, f, ~], 
and their product V. W by 
(V.W)[E,f,~r]:= ~ V[El,f]El,a]el]×W[E2, f]e2, crle2], 
E I+E2=E 
where the sum (disjoint union ranges over the set of decompositions of E 
into two parts (E 1 , E2) such that a(Ei) = Ei (i = 1, 2). We define summable 
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and multipliable family of/-partitionals and its sum and product (respec- 
tively), in a way analogous to Definitions 1.2 and 1.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The generating functions of I-permutationals preserve 
the operations of sum and product of families (whenever defined). 
DEFINITION 3.4. A J-system of /-permutationals W is a functor 
W:el (SI ) -+Bj .  We identify it with its associate summable family 
(Wj:j+ J) of I-permutationals defined as in Definition 1.3. We define 
card W := (card Wj : j e J). 
The system W is stable if the following two conditions hold: 
(a) W[0 +] =0 j ,  where 0 z is the empty/-permutation. 
(b) For every/-permutation (E, f, a) we have 
W[a:  (E, f, a) --+ (E, f, tr)] = idwte, f, ~a" 
We aim at defining a substitution V(W) of colored permutationals which 
corresponds to plethystic omposition of generating functions when W is 
stable. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let W be an/-permutational with W[0 +] = ~,  and let 
nEN. The nth divided power of W is the /-permutational 7,(W) whose 
structures on an/-permutation (E, f, ~r) consist of a partition rc of E into 
n blocks which are tr-invariant (i.e., a (B) - -B  for Be  re), and a lt-tuple 
(wB: B~rc) of structures w~ W[B,f[~, a[B]. 
As in Proposition 1.3 we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. y , (W)(x)= W(x)'/n!. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let (E, f, a) be an /-permutation and let (n, g) be a 
J-colored partition of E. We say that (Tz, g) is compatible with (E, f, a) if 
for all B E ~z we have 
cr(B) ~ 7z and g(a(B))=g(B). 
In such case we have the induced J-permutation (rt, g, a/Tt), where 
alto: 7z --* ~ is defined by 
(a/~)(B) := a(B), 
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and, for each B eTr, we have the tracetrsa of ~r on B, which is the 
/-permutation of (B, f iB)  defined by 
trBa := aklB, 
where k is the legnth of the cycle of a/z which contains B. Note 
that alB is an isomorphism (in el(S~)) between (B, f l~ , t r~a)  and 
(a(B), f ly ,m, t r~)  a). 
The most efficient way of visualizing these concepts is that of matrix 
representations described in Section 3.1 of IN];  which can be extended to 
the present (colored) case by observing that (z, g) is compatible with 
(E,f, a) iff, for every iEI, the restriction (in the sense of [N] )  of n to 
f 1(i) is compatible with a~ := a [r-~). 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let V be a J-permutational and let W be a stable 
J-system of /-permutationals. We define the colored permutational 
substitution V(W): el(S ~) ~B by setting V(W)[E , f  ~] to be the set of 
structures consisting of 
(1) a J-colored partition (g, g) compatible with (E,f, a); 
(2) a V-structure ve V[~, g, t~/7~] on the induced J-permutation; and 
(3) a ~-tuple (w B :Be~)  of W-structures wse Wg(B)[B,f[~, trBo], 
which is coherent in the sense that, for every B e ~, 
w~tm = Wg~B)[o IB: trB a -~ tr~ m o](wB). 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  V and W are as in Definition 3.7, and if 
x := (xi, j : ie I ,  ke  P) and y := (Yj.k : je J ,  ke  P) are matrices of formal 
variables, then 
V(W)(x) = V(y) * W(x) := V(yj, k ~ Fk Wy(x) : je  J, k e P), 
where 
Fk Wj(x):= Wj(xi, .  ~ x,,k. : ie I, ne  P). 
Proof By definition, V(W) is equipotent to the/-permutational 
Y, V [A]x~A(W)  
A~N/xP 
where yA(W):el (S~)~B is the /-permutational whose structures on 
(E, f, a) are pairs consisting of itmes (1) and (3) of Definition 3.7 with the 
restriction that the class of Or, g, alto) be A. 
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It follows, by considering the cycles of a/~ (in each of which g is 
constant), that if A = (aj, k : je J ,  ke  P) then 
j,k 
where W) k} is the /-permutational of wreaths of WFstructures; i.e., 
W)~}[E,f, a] consists of all pairs of items (1) and (3) of Definition 3.7 
such that g(B) is constantly j and a/n is cyclic of length k. 
Now, if cl(E, f, a) = C = (ci,, : i e L n e P), then W} k} [E, f, a] is empty 
unless k\n whenever c i , ,~0,  i.e., unless C has the form D ~k} for some 
D = (di,, : i~I, ne P), here D {k} := (e~,, : ieI, n~ P) is defined by 
ein:={~i,n/k if k\n 
' otherwise. 
In such case (C=D{~}), there are k I°1-1 colored partitions (~, g) com- 
patible with (E,f, a) such that g(B)=j for all B~ and a/n is cyclic of 
length k; and given any such (z, g), for any B e n the class of trB a is D. 
It follows from the stability of W that the number of wreaths of 
Wrstructures with a given subjacent prtition of class C = D {k} is I Wj [D]}, 
so that 
] W} k} [D! k}][ = k IDI - '  J Wj [D]I. 
A simple computation then shows that 
W)k}(x )= k- 'F~Wj(x ), 
Now the theorem follows by backtracking, using Proposition 3.2. | 
Remark 3.1. We define sum, product, and substitution of systems of 
I-permutationals in the vein of Remarks 1.1 and 1.2. 
3.3. Cycle Indices and Symmetric Plethysm 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let M: B I--~ Bj be a J-system of /-species. Then its 
cycle index is the •-permutational ZM := (ZM~ :j~J), where 
ZMj [E , f  , o-] := {meMj[E,f] :Mj[a](m)=m}. 
Equivalently, 
ZM[E, f, a] := {meM[E, f ]  : M[a](m)=m}. 
Z defines a functor from the category of J-systems of/-species to that of 
J-systems of l-permutationals, and we have: 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M and N be J-systems of I-species, and let R be 
a K-system of J-species. Then: 
(1) ZM+N-..~-ZM'J-ZN 
(2) ZM.N=ZM.ZN 
(3) I f  M[01] =0 j  then 7- M is stable and 
ZR~M~ = ZR (ZM). 
In the three cases the operations on the right are those of Remark 3.1. 
Proof A straightforward manipulation of definitions. II 
As in the univariate case, for an /.-species M we can obtain the 
cardinality M(x) and the generating function of the types M~(x) from its 
cycle index: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. I f  M is an I-species and M ~ is the associate I-species, 
then 
M(x)= ZM(Xi, k ~ f(k, 1)xi) and M~(x)= ZM(Xi, k ~ X~), 
where x = (xi : i ~ I) and ~5 & Kronecker's delta function, 
Now we give a set-theoretic interpretation to Littlewood's plethysm 
of symmetric functions. We recall that this plethysm is related to the 
usual plethysm of formal power series (v. Section2) as follows: if 
x= (xl, x2, x3 .... ) and f (x)  is a formal power series in x, let t=  (ti : i~ I )  
be a new set of variables, let pn( t ) :=~zt7  (n~>l), and set 
f - ( t )  : - f (p l ( t ) ,  pz(t) .... ), Then f~( t )  is a symmetric function of the t's, 
and if g(x) is another f.p.s, without constant erm, then 
( f *  g) -  =f~og~,  
where the operation on the right hand side is Littlewood's plethysm of 
symmetric functions. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let M: B ~ B be a univariate species, and let I be a 
nonempty set (of colors), Then, if M 1 is the symmetric I-species (cf 
Section 1.3) defined by M r := M(~¢~I Xi), we have 
M;  ~ (x) = ZM(X~ ~ Pk(X)). 
Proof Immediate from Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 and Theorem 3.1. II 
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DEFINITION 3.9. For two symmetric/-species of the form M) ~ and N) ~ 
(where M and N are univariate species and N[ffS] = ~)  we define their 
symmetric plethysm by 
M7 oN/  := N(M)[. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The cardinality of the symmetric plethsm is the 
Littlewood plethysm of the cardinalities: 
(M?o N7 )(x) = M~'(x)o N[  (x). 
Proof Clear from Definition 3.9, Proposition 3.5, and the relationship 
between plethysm (.) as Littlewood's plethysm (o) of formal power 
series. | 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let U be the univariate uniform species. Then U[ is 
clearly isomorphic to the/-species S 1 of/-permutations, and 
Zv(x)= ~ x~/aut(~). 
Thus, by Proposition 3.5, 
U[(x)=Zv(p l (x) ,pz(x)  ....)= ~ p,(x)/aut(~), 
ct~N 1 
where p~(x):=VIk>~ Pk(X)~k; SO we have obtained 
S'(x,t)=U;'(x,t)= ~ ( ~, p~(x)/aut(~))t", 
n~>O \1~I = n 
and since (Example 1.11) 
S l (x ,  t )=  E hn(x ) tn ,  
n>~O 
we obtain Waring's formula 
h.(x)= ~ p~(x)/aut(~). 
Ic, I = n 
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